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Strategies of adaptation of grids with LOBSTER 

Summary: 

This document aims to describe all the tools of Code_Aster dependent on the adaptation of grid. It constitutes a
methodological guide on the good practices to be set up to lead a study of quality in term of grid.

Examples of use come to illustrate the possibilities and the implementation of strategies of mending of meshes.
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1 Introduction

The adaptation of grid brings a help to the user to provide calculations the most reliable possible with
respect  to the  errors  of  discretization  due  to the  method  by  finite  elements  employed.  Several
motivations appear to adapt a grid:

• the grid is very complicated to realize: one starts from a simple version and one entrusts to an
automatic process the responsibility to refine it of.

• one wants to ensure itself convergence of the digital solution: rather than to realize with the
hand of the increasingly fine grids, one lets the software seek itself the places where it would
be necessary to refine the grid to increase the precision of the result.

• the conditions of calculation change during its unfolding: the zones which must be with a grid
finely move. If  one nets fine everywhere as of the beginning,  the grid is too large.  While
adapting progressively, the grid  will  be fine only  at  the places necessary:  its  size  will  be
reduced and the quality of the solution will be good.

Whatever the software used, the principle of the adaptation of grid remains the same one. On the
starting grid,  one carries out  standard calculation.  Starting from an analysis  of  the digital  solution
obtained, one estimates the mistake which was made compared to the real solution. This estimate is
represented by a value of indicator of error in each element of calculation. From there, the reasoning is
simple: the meshs where the indicator of error is strong should be smaller;  reciprocally, the meshs
where the indicator of error is weak could be larger. With this information, one feeds the software of
adaptation which will modify the grid consequently. On the new grid, calculation then will be started
again.

Schematically, an iteration of adaptation of grid is presented in the form of on the figure below. The
software calculates the digital solution on the network n°k, then from of deduced the values from the
indicator of error on all the grid. From the knowledge of the grid n°k and indicator n°k, the software of
adaptation of grid, LOBSTER for Code_Aster, creates the new grid n° (k+1).

 

Figure 1-a : Iteration of adaptation of grid

For a static calculation, that amounts seeking to improve the solution by a succession of calculations
on different grids. For a transitory calculation in time, calculation is suspended at a given moment; the
grid is adapted; calculation begins again on the new grid.

With Code_Aster, this adaptation is carried out by call to an external program, specialized in this task,
LOBSTER. The goal of this document is to provide the most complete possible entrance point bound
for the user wishing to implement this kind of techniques in its calculations.

The plan of the document is then the following:

• How LOBSTER functions;
• A zoom on the indicators of error;
• A set of advices on the “good practices” to implement (which are the points worthy of attention

during the use?);
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• Some examples illustrate use of these techniques and advices the previously given (how to
make in practice?).

2 How does LOBSTER function?

LOBSTER is a software developed by EDF R & D. One finds a presentation of it on its Web site [bib1]
and in its own documentation [bib2].

2.1 The perimeter of use of LOBSTER

The order of Code_Aster who gives access these functions is MACR_ADAP_MAIL. It is documented in
[bib3].

LOBSTER can treat grids into 2 or 3 dimensions, degree 1 or degree 2 and comprising the following
elements:

• mesh-points
• segments
• triangles
• quadrangles
• tetrahedrons
• hexahedrons

These  elements  can  be  present  simultaneously.  For  example,  LOBSTER will  be  able  to  adapt  a
comprising grid of the triangles and the quadrangles.
The accepted nodes are obviously the nodes which are the tops of the meshs, which corresponds
to classical description “in degree 1”. If the meshs are described “in degree 2”, i.e. with presence of
nodes in the middle of the edges, these complementary nodes are managed. On the other hand, there
cannot be cohabitation of  meshs described in degree 1 and meshs described in degree 2. Lastly,
LOBSTER can take into account isolated nodes, which would not belong to any definition of meshs:
they will arise such as they are from the process of adjustment.

A typical case: pentahedrons. With the date of drafting of this document, LOBSTER can treat grids
comprising of the pentahedrons but only to make uniform refinement. Free refinement will be available
at the end of 2011.

2.2 A word on the modes of cutting of the elements

It is interesting here to know the mode of cutting of the meshs in LOBSTER in order not to be possibly
surprised by the new grid. We will give only one example in 2D; for the 3D, the reader will consult the
Web site of LOBSTER [bib1].
Among the various possible techniques to adapt a grid, LOBSTER uses refinement and déraffinement
by cutting of the meshs.
Standard cutting is that which endeavours to any mesh in the middle of a zone to refine: a triangle is
cut out in four triangles (Figure 2.2-a) and a quadrangle is cut out in four quadrangles (Figure 2.2-b ). In
3 dimensions, a tetrahedron is cut out in eight tetrahedrons, a hexahedron in eight hexahedrons, a
pentahedron in eight pentahedrons. Each cutting takes support on the mediums of the edges bordering
the mesh.
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Figure 2.2-a : Standard cutting of the triangles

 

 

Figure 2.2-b : Standard cutting of the quadrangles 

How LOBSTER does it manage conformity?

Let us start  from a situation like that  Figure 2.2-c   representing a formed two-dimensional grid by
quadrangles and triangles. The indicator of error will have required a refinement on the shaded zones.

 

 

 

Figure 2.2-c : Example of request for refinement 

The strict application of the principle of cutting of the meshs indicated by the indicator of error produces
the grid of Figure 2.2-d  :

 

 

Figure 2.2-d : Example of refinement not conforms gross 

To manage conformity, the rule is the following one:
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• If a not cut out mesh is seen attacked by at least two sides, it is also cut into four;
• If a mesh is seen attacked by only one side:

• if it is about a triangle, he is cut out into two,
• if it is about a quadrangle, he is cut out in three triangles

 
What gives for our example:

 

 

 

Figure 2.2-e : Setting in final conformity 

Comment in connection with the quality of the grids resulting from cutting:

During standard cutting, the produced triangles are rigorously identical to the starting triangles. There is
a perfect homothety thus identity of qualities of grids. For the quadrangles, the situation is not also
simple. If the quadrangle is a parallelogram, the produced quadrangles are also homothetic. It is thus
the case for a square or a rectangle. The quality of grid remains the same one then. On the other hand,
as soon as the quadrangle is unspecified, the 4 sons never resemble to the father: quality moves.

For cuttings of setting in final conformity, it is obvious that they modify the quality of the meshs. An
equilateral triangle will  have two flattened sons; a regular tetrahedron will  have of the frayed sons.
Conversely a flattened triangle and half-compartment by its large side will have two rather regular sons,
and so on. We thus have favorable situations and others which are it less. If we do not do anything, we
will run the risk to see degrading the quality of the grid. Indeed let us imagine the case of a zone where
the indications of refinement would result in subdividing a triangle of setting in conformity. At the end of
some adaptations, the quality of the grid would be completely degraded. LOBSTER manages these
difficulties by a special algorithm which guarantees that the angles are not flattened with the wire of the
iterations. We thus limit the modifications of the level of quality of the grid: the quality of the grid, on  an
unspecified level of adaptation, remains comparable to the quality of the starting grid.
We return the reader to [bib2] for a fine description of this analysis of the quality of grid, illustrated by
standard cases.

2.3 Various modes of adaptation

There exist several choices to control an adaptation through the order MACR_ADAP_MAIL documented
in [bib3].

1) Initially, one finds the modes of adaptations which are controlled by a field or the derivative of this
field,  for  example  an  indicator  of  error  (keywords  ‘REFINEMENT’,  ‘DERAFFINEMENT’  and
‘RAFF_DERA‘). This field can be expressed on the nodes or the elements. In D’ other terms, the
decision of (die) refining a mesh is caught according to the value of this computed field before on
this mesh or of the jump of this field of a mesh to its neighbors. The choice of the thresholds of
refinement or déraffinement is done in three forms:
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• a value threshold of this field in absolute (keyword ‘CRIT_RAF_ABS’): one will refine all the
meshs where the value of the field is higher than this value threshold.

• a value of the field into relative (keyword ‘CRIT_RAF_REL’)  : one will refine the meshs where
the value of the field is higher than x% of the maximum value.

• a fraction of elements (keyword ‘CRIT_RAF_PE’)  : one will refine the x% of meshs where the
value of the field is most important.

       
Note:

When one applies an option of déraffinement, one does nothing but reconsider behind former
refinements. It is necessary to understand this option like die-refinement. In particular, one
will be able to never obtain a grid coarser than the initial grid. 
If the field of piloting is defined on the nodes, LOBSTER will cross in the two all edges whose
nodes have values of field higher than the required criterion.

According to the types of problems, one or the other of the strategies is preferable; it is specific know-
how to each discipline which makes it possible to define good practices. It is necessary nevertheless to
be careful and not to ask too much refinement when one works with grids in conformity. Indeed, the
threshold will start the obligatory refinement of the indicated meshs. But to ensure conformity, there will
be necessarily additional refinements to connect the zones of various levels. With final, there will be
always more cut out meshs than those which had been required initially. The experiment showed us
that it is more effective for the precision of the solution to connect 3 refinements of continuation while
asking to refine 1% of the meshs rather than to make one refinement by asking 5%.

2) In the second place, one can decide to refine the grid in geometrical zones defined by boxes
(keyword  ‘RAFF_DERA_ZONE’). All the meshs of which one of the nodes is present in one of
these boxes will be refined. That makes it possible to make refinements a priori, without to have
done calculation. The zones are rectangles or circles in 2D, parallelepipeds or spheres in 3D. It is
possible to define several boxes, being superimposed or not.

3) Lastly,  one  can  activate  a  uniform  adaptation  of  a  grid  (keyword
‘RAFFINEMENT_UNIFORME‘and’DERAFFINEMENT_UNIFORME‘). In D’ other terms, all the meshs
of the grid are treated same manner, without taking account of a field being used as criterion for
(die) refining.

Note:

The characteristics of the meshs are preserved: a mesh which is cut out transmits to his/her
daughters its properties of orientation or membership of under-fields. It is in particular true for
the meshs of edge which are used to apply the loadings: the group which defines them is
restored and it is useless to reorientate them

2.4 Other possible options

The various options which can be activated in MACR_ADAP_MAIL :

• LOBSTER updates fields realities of old towards the new grid when they are defined on the nodes
(keyword MAJ_CHAM). That makes it possible during a transitory calculation to set out again of the
solution previously calculated but expressed on the new grid. In a general way, it is recommended
besides to update the fields via LOBSTER rather than to then project them of a grid on the other in
the computation software. Indeed, LOBSTER memorizes the filiation of all the nodes and meshs:
he will thus do only the calculations strictly necessary and only by analytical formulas. Currently,
one cannot develop up to date fields of Gauss (like the internal variables for example).

• LOBSTER  has  functions  of  analysis  of  grid:  connexity (formless  software  on  the  number  of
disjoined blocks which forms the total grid), size (calculation of the sizes of the various 1D under-
fields, 2D or 3D), quality (determination of the quality of the elements 2D or 3D, extreme values
and distribution), interpenetration (control  of nonthe covering of elements). These functions are
activables during an adaptation. They can also be used out of any adaptation to check a grid. They
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help the user to check that its grid is correct and to locate errors in its realization. One can find
these features on the quality of the grid in the order MACR_INFO_MAIL [bib4].

• The user  has the possibility  of  making follow-up of  border  (keywords  MAILLAGE_FRONTIERE
and/or FRONTIERE_ANALYTIQUE). If one of the border of the field of calculation is curved and that
a mesh touching this border is refined, LOBSTER will be able to place the new nodes on “the true”
edge. This option makes it possible “to gum” as cutting the geometrical singularities (see example
of the rotor in paragraph 6).

• When one adapts a grid in degree 2 by the order MACR_ADAP_MAIL, one produces at exit the new
grid in degree 2. In an optional way (keyword  MAILLAGE_NP1_ANNEXE), one will also produce
the same grid in degree 1. This option is interesting during a thermomechanical calculation where
one recommends a linear in thermics and quadratic grid in mechanics.

• Keywords  NIVE_MAX and  NIVE_MIN allow  to  control  the  maximum  level  of  refinement,
respectively of déraffinement, a mesh during the process of adjustment.

• The keyword  DIAM_MIN allows  to  control  the  minimal  size  of  a  mesh during the  process  of
adjustment.

3 Various criteria of refinement/déraffinement

One saw in paragraph 2.3, that one can locate the zones to be refined:

• maybe with an indicator of error;
• maybe  with  a  field  (or  its  derivative)  which  one  regards  as  a  measurement  of  the  error

(temperature, constraint, deformation,…). This field can be expressed on the nodes or the meshs
(at the points of Gauss, with the nodes by element or constant by element).  If  the criterion is
expressed at the points of Gauss or the nodes by element, then LOBSTER chooses the maximum
of value in the mesh considered;

• maybe by boxes.

For the indicators of error, several  choices are offered to the user. It  is the object of the following
paragraphs.

3.1 Indicators of error

3.1.1 What is this an indicator of error?

It  is  important  to  give  again  here the definition of  what  one understands by indicator  of  error  (or
estimator of error) so that the user is quite conscious of what one can do or not to make say to this
indicator. 
A function E is an indicator of error a posteriori if it checks the inequation:

∥u−uh∥≤e h ,uh , d   

where U is the field of displacement of the exact solution, uh  the field of displacement of the solution

finite element,  ∥⋅∥  a standard on the fields of displacements, H size of the elements and D of the

facts of the case. Moreover if e h , d ,uh  can be localised in the form:

e h ,uh , d =∑E eE u
h , d 

2


1
2  

then quantities e Eu
h , d   local indicators of error are called. 

For the two types of indicators of error (thus two different functions E) present in  Code_Aster, the
standard ∥⋅∥  is a standard in energy.

3.1.2 What it is necessary to retain
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These indicators of error lead to the estimate of a total error. The choice of a total precision founded on
the standard in energy is often delicate to interpret because there is no direct link quantitative with an
error on local mechanical quantities (forced in a point or on a line, maximum of the constraints, etc) and
the error in displacement. In other words, X% of the indicator of error in a mesh does not mean that
there is X% of error on the constraint or the deformation.
Used only, i.e. without objective to carry out adaptation of grid, the indicator does not make it possible
to quantify the quality of the initial grid, except if required locating the zones with problem, like the
geometrical singularities or the strong gradients.
       

3.1.3 Perimeter of use

Indicators  of  error  used  in  Code_Aster are  indicators  a  posteriori  and  are  thus  calculated  in
postprocessing of Code_Aster by the order CALC_ERREUR. They are constant fields by element (thus a
value by finite element). Their field of application is delimited by the following constraints (one will refer
to the reference documents given to the paragraph for more details):

• the errors taken into account are the errors of  space discretization (thus size of the elements
employed); in particular, the errors of discretization temporal (or pseudo-temporal in the case of
non-linear materials) are apart from this perimeter;

• the physical phenomena are limited to mechanics (linear or non-linear) and to thermics (idem.);
• in mechanics as in thermics, behavior can to be linear or not linear (except for the estimator of

error of Zhu-Zienkiewicz in mechanics which treats only the linear behavior),  knowing that the
theoretical results of the indicators of error are got in the linear field (their use in the non-linear field
is thus not based on theoretical results but on an empirical observation of their interest);

• the  elements  used  can  be  unspecified  for  the  use  of  the  indicators  of  errors (except  for  the
estimator  of  error  of  Zhu-Zienkiewicz  in  mechanics,  which  treats  only  the  elements  2D;  the
estimator  ZZ2  do not accept that grids made up either of triangles or of quadrangles); These
elements can be linear or quadratic.

3.1.4 Estimator of error in mechanics 

There exist two types of estimator for mechanics:

• The  estimator  of  error  of  Zhu-Zienkiewicz  [bib5]  which  is  calculated  directly  in  the  operator
CALC_ERREUR with  the  options ‘ERZ1_ELEM‘for  L’  estimator  ZZ1  and  ‘ERZ2_ELEM‘for  L’
estimator ZZ2 . This field comprises three components per element E  :

• ‘ERREST’ : the absolute total error e E ;

• ‘NUEST’ : the relative total error e E REL=100×
eE

eE2 ∥h∥E
2

;

• ‘SIGCAL’ : the standard of energy of the calculated solution ∥ h∥E .
• The estimator of error in residue [bib6] which is also calculated in the operator CALC_ERREUR with

the options ‘ERME_ELEM‘for  calculation in L’ element and ‘ERME_ELNO’  for  calculation with  the
nodes by elements. This field comprises eight components per element E  :

• ‘ERREST‘: L’ absolute total error e E ;
• ‘TERMRE‘: L’ absolute error of the residue of balance;
• ‘TERMSA‘: L’ absolute error of the jumps of constraints between two meshs;
• ‘TERMNO‘: L’ absolute error of the jumps between the normal constraint and the force of

Neumann;
• ‘NUEST’ : the relative total error;
• ‘TERMR2‘: L’ relative error of the residue of balance;
• ‘TERMS2‘: L’ relative error of the jumps of constraints between two meshs;
• ‘TERMN2‘: L’ relative error of the jumps between the normal constraint and the force of

Neumann;
• ‘SIGCAL’ : the standard of energy of the calculated solution;
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For these two types of estimators of error, the user also has access to impressions in the file of result
comprising same information at the total level.

Some advices for a good use of the option ERME_ELEM: 
 

• For carrying out well the calculation of the indicator in residue (within the theoretical limits of
the  formula  developed  within  the  elliptic  framework  with  regular  border…),  it  should  be
calculated on all the model (CALC_ERREUR ( ALL = ‘YES’ (value by default))). To note that
the model is not inevitably defined on all the geometry.

• One  takes  account  only  loading  of  the  type:  GRAVITY,  ROTATION,  FORCE_INTERNE,
PRES_REP,  FORCE_FACE,  FORCE_ARETE. Only the three last can be variable. For the other
types of loadings, the execution stops in fatal error.

• It is advised to use finite elements of order 2 in the case of voluminal forces, if not this term is
very badly calculated since DIV (SIGMA) is quasi null!

• To take into account the error relative to a CL worthless of type Neumann it should be forced
as a function via one AFFE_CHAR_MECA_F. Via a constant, she will not be taken into account.

• In 2D, he takes into account the errors on (and between) the isoparametric elements SEG2/3,
TRIA3/6/7,  QUAD4/8/9. In 3D, idem with  FACE3/6/4/8/9,  TETRA4/10,  PENTA6/13/15
and HEXA8/20/27. Only the error on the elements of structure (hull, plate, beam…) and them
PYRAM are not taken into account.

• In addition, it is necessary to take care not to intercalate segments between two quadrangles
or two triangles (resp. quadrangle or triangle between two hexahedrons), if not one cannot
calculate the term of jump relative to this vicinity.

3.1.5 Estimator of error in thermics

There exists only one indicator of error in thermics [bib7] which is of standard residue. It is calculated in
the  operator  CALC_ERREUR,  by  the  options  ‘ERTH_ELEM’  for  calculation  by  elements  and
‘ERTH_ELNO‘for calculation by elements with the nodes. For L’ option ‘ERTH_ELEM’,  it  is obligatorily
necessary to calculate flow by element with the nodes ‘FLUX_ELNO’.
The estimator provides the following components:

• ERTABS : total absolute error
• ERTREL : total relative error 
• TERMNO : term of standardisation for the relative total error
• TERMVO : absolute error of the residue of balance (voluminal term)
• TERMV2 : relative error of the residue of balance (voluminal term)
• TERMV1 : term of standardisation for the voluminal error
• TERMSA : absolute error of the jumps of the heat flow between two meshs
• TERMS2 : relative error of the jumps of the heat flow between two meshs
• TERMS1 : term of standardisation for the relative error in jump
• TERMFL : absolute error on the boundary conditions imposed flow type
• TERMF2 : relative error on the boundary conditions imposed flow type
• TERMF1 : term of standardisation on the relative error on flow
• TERMEC : absolute error on the boundary conditions standard exchanges
• TERME2 : relative error on the boundary conditions standard exchanges
• TERME1 : term of standardisation on the relative error on the exchanges

Some advices for a good use:

• particular rules of overload concerning the loadings (generation of alarm <A> in the event of
non-observance);

• calculation on all the grid associated with the model (generation with error <F> in the event of
non-observance) between two steps of time contiguous or not (generation of alarm <A> in the
event of non-observance);
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• all the elements 2D-plan/axi and 3D are treated (except PYRAM : generation of alarm <A>);
• all limiting conditions except  ECHANGE_PAROI,  FLUX_NL and  RAYO  are taken into account

(generation of alarm <A> in the event of use ofECHANGE_PAROI, FLUX_NL or RAYO  );
• the  grid  tolerates  the  “outlines”  but  requires  to  be  a  little  “cleaned” (not  of  SEG/FACE

intercalated  in  surfaces/volumes,  problem of  symmetrization,  double  points:  generation  of
alarm <A> or of error <F>).

3.2 Estimators of error in quantity of interest
 
3.2.1 Warning

Contrary to the classical indicators of error above, indicators of error said in quantity of interest give
access one site error on physical quantities (forced, displacement), and thus in the unit of this quantity.
Their use is more delicate and undoubtedly requires a speed reading of documentation [bib9] and a
more attentive reading of the recommendations given for the use of CALC_ERREUR.
Moreover, their development being very recent, there are few experience feedbacks on their use. What
follows is thus completely resulting from the report and reference material [bib10].

3.2.2 What calculates these indicators?

These indicators of error make it possible to estimate in an under-area of the grid a physical quantity,
for example:

An  average  of  displacement  (the  component  x  for  example)  in  this  under-area,  mathematically

expressed by the equation Q u =
1

∣∣
∫


ux d .

An average of constraints (for example the component xx ) Q  u =
1

∣∣
∫


 xx d .

Once chosen the quantity of interest, the indicator estimates the quantity 
Q
=Q  u −Q  uh  .

 
It is here that the difficulty for the user results because this quantity of interest must be expressed in
term of loading known in AFFE_CHER_MECA.

For example, for the quantity of interest on average of displacement, it is equivalent to a voluminal
loading:

Q  u =
1

∣∣
∫


u x d =
1

∣∣
∫


f u d  with f=1,0 ,0 

By choosing the vector correctly f , one reaches each component of displacement and possibly linear
combinations of the components. This loading is accessible by the keyword  ‘FORCE_INTERNE’ in
‘AFFE_CHAR_MECA’.
Same manner, for the average quantity of interest of the constraint, it is equivalent to a loading of initial
deformation:

Q  u =
1

∣∣
∫


 xx d=
1

∣∣
∫


A : u  d=
1

∣∣
∫


A :K : u  d  

One  controls  the  choice  of  the  component  of  the  tensor  of  the  constraints  by  the  choice  of  the
components  of  the  tensor  A .  This  loading  is  accessible  in  by  the  keyword  ‘PRE_EPSI’  in
‘AFFE_CHAR_MECA’.
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These two quantities are rather simple to implement because they are represented by an existing
loading in Code_Aster. For more complicated quantities (functions of the tensor of the constraints for
example) and possibly nonlinear, it is very difficult to express them according to known loadings. It is
the principal difficulty to raise to program new quantities of interest.
  

3.2.3 Perimeter of use

These quantities of interest are calculated starting from the classical indicators of error presented to the
§  3.1  and  only  for  mechanics.  Their  field  of  application  is  thus  identical  to  that  of  the  selected
mechanical indicator to calculate them.
It is pointed out, again, that the selected quantity of interest depends on the degree of development of
the loadings in AFFE_CHAR_MECA.

3.2.4 Various options in CALC_ERREUR 
 

Various possible options in CALC_ERREUR are:

• ‘QIZ1_ELEM‘  (respectively ‘QIZ2_ELEM‘):  estimator of error in quantity of interest based on the
method  of  Zhu-Zienkiewicz.  The  option  should  be  calculated  beforehand  ‘ERZ1_ELEM’  or
‘ERZ2_ELEM’.

• ‘QIRE_ELEM‘(by  element)  or’QIRE_ELNO‘(by  element  with  the  nodes):  estimator  of  error  in
quantity  D’  interest  based  on  the  residues  in  mechanics.  The  option  should  be  calculated
beforehand ‘ERME_ELEM’.

The Council of use:

The field  of  application of  the options ‘QIZ1_ELEM’  and ‘QIZ2_ELEM’  is  the same one as for the
options ‘ERZ1_ELEM’  and ‘ERZ2_ELEM‘and that of L’ option ‘QIRE_ELEM‘as that  of  L’ option is the
same one ‘ERME_ELEM’ in mechanics.
To date, only two quantities of interest are available: average of a component of the displacement  and
average of a component of the tensor of the constraints.
The  calculation  of  the  quantity  of  interest  places  by  the  resolution  of  an  elastic  design  (order
MECA_STATIQUE) whose loading is on the one hand, the same one as that of the principal problem on
the conditions of Dirichlet (thus in imposed displacement), and on the other hand, that representing the
selected  quantity  of  interest  (‘FORCE_INTERNE’  or ‘PRE_EPSI’).  We give  below  an  example  of
command file.

#  RESOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM

CHARG=AFFE_CHAR_MECA (
MODELE=MO,
FACE_IMPO= (_F (GROUP_MA=' GRMA1', DY=0.0,),

 _F (GROUP_MA=' GRMA2', DY=0.91333,),),
FORCE_CONTOUR= (_F (GROUP_MA=' GRMA3', FX=1.0,),

  _F (GROUP_MA=' GRMA4', FX=-2.0,),),);

RESU=MECA_STATIQUE (
MODELE=MO,
CHAM_MATER=CM,
EXCIT=_F (CHARGE=CHARG,),);

RESU=CALC_ERREUR (reuse =RESU,
RESULTAT=RESU,
TOUT_ORDRE=' OUI',
OPTION= (‘SIGM_ELNO’, ‘ERME_ELEM’,),);

#  CALCULATION OF THE QUANTITY D INTEREST ON AVERAGE OF CONSTRAINT ON
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GROUP OF MESHS GRMAQI

CHARQ=AFFE_CHAR_MECA (
MODELE=MO,
FACE_IMPO= (_F (GROUP_MA=' GRMA1', DY=0.0,),

 _F (GROUP_MA=' GRMA2', DY=0.91333,),),
FORCE_INTERNE=_F (GROUP_MA=' GRMAQI', FX=1.0,),);

 
RESUQ=MECA_STATIQUE (MODELE=MO,

CHAM_MATER=CM,
EXCIT=_F (CHARGE=CHARQ,),);

RESUQ=CALC_ERREUR (reuse =RESUQ,
RESULTAT=RESUQ,
TOUT_ORDRE=' OUI',
OPTION= (‘SIGM_ELNO’, ‘ERME_ELEM’,),);

     
#  CALCULATION OF THE ESTIMATOR OF ERROR IN QUANTITY OF INTEREST

 
RESU=CALC_ERREUR (reuse =RESU,

RESULTAT=RESU,
OPTION= (‘QIRE_ELEM’),
RESU_DUAL=RESUQ,);

3.3 Detection of the singularities

Another possible field (only in mechanics) which can be used as criterion to refine the grid is the use of
the option ‘SING_ELEM’ (constant field by element) or ‘SING_ELNO‘(fields by elements with the nodes)
in CALC_ERREUR. This field is calculated starting from the indicators of error and it aims at improving
the treatment of the singularities in the strategies of adaptation of grid. The reader will find in [bib8] a
theoretical description of the methods employed.
In practice the indicators of error are high in the singular zones so that quickly only the singular zones
are refined. That thus masks the other sensitive areas (zones with strong gradient) which one would
wish to refine. This constant field by element comprises two components:

• ‘DEGREE‘which indicates the level of singularity D’ a mesh. In practice, this component is worth the
degree of  interpolation of  the selected finite elements if  the finite element is connected to no
singularity and is worth the order of the singularity if the finite element is connected to a node
considered by the method as singular (for example for an element close to the point of a crack,
this value is worth 0.5). This value cannot be higher than the degree of interpolation thus 1 or 2.

• ’REPORT‘which corresponds to the map of modification of size of the finite elements in the event of
mending of meshes for a given total error. This component is equal to the relationship between the
current size and the new size of L’ finite element.

• ’SIZE’ which corresponds to the map of size of the finite elements in the event of mending of
meshes for a given total error.

The Council of use:

The calculation of this option requires, as a preliminary, the calculation of an indicator of error (it is the
absolute component which is used and it is coded into hard in Code_Aster) and of the total deformation
energy. If one of these options is not calculated, a message of alarm is transmitted and the option
‘SING_ELEM‘N’ is not calculated.
For the total deformation energy, one uses  ‘ETOT_ELEM’ with  STAT_NON_LINE or  ‘EPOT_ELEM’
with MECA_STATIQUE.
The user must also inform the keyword  ‘PREC_ERR’ (a fatal message is transmitted in the event of
absence) which makes it possible to calculate the precision desired on the total error to determine the
map of modification of size. The value of  ‘PREC_ERR’ strictly lies between 0 and 1 and one fatal
message is transmitted if this condition is not checked.
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The  perimeter  of  use  is  the  same  one  (but  more  reduced)  than  that  of  the  indicator  of  error
chosen namely:

• For the indicator in residue: finite elements of the continuous mediums in 2D (triangles and
quadrangles) or 3D (only tetrahedrons) for an elastoplastic behavior,

• For  the  indicator  of  Zhu-Zienkiewicz:  finite  elements  of  the  continuous  mediums  in  2D
(triangles and quadrangles) for an elastic behavior.

In any rigour, calculation about the singularity is obtained starting from theoretical energy at a peak of
crack, valid equation only in elasticity. The use of this option in elastoplasticity is thus to handle with
prudence.

4 The Councils and good practice

4.1 On the initial grid

Independently of any desire to carry out adaptation of grid, we advise to check the initial grid with the
order  MACR_INFO_MAIL [bib4].  This  order  makes  it  possible  to  realize,  with few  expenses,  the
following checks:

• to check the agreement of the grid with the initial geometry (in mass, dimension, the surface
and volume);

• to list them GROUP_MA and GROUP_NO, for a good modeling of the boundary conditions;
• to diagnose possible problems (symmetrization or connexity, elements of outline, bad taking

into account of boundary conditions, interpenetration of meshs);
• to evaluate the quality of the grid by the criterion Q following (evaluated mesh by mesh):

• for the triangles: q=×
h
r

, where H is the length on the largest side, R the radius

of the inscribed circle and  a coefficient of standardisation such as Q is worth 1
for an equilateral triangle,

• for the quadrangles:  q=×
h×k
S

,  where H are the maximum of  length on the

sides and the diagonals, K the quadratic average lengths on the sides, S minimum of
surfaces of the four internal triangles and  a coefficient of standardisation such
as Q is worth 1 for a square,

• for the tetrahedrons: q=×
h
r

, where H is the length on the largest side, R the ray

of the registered sphere and  a coefficient of standardisation such as Q is worth
1 for an equilateral tetrahedron,

• for the hexahedrons:  q=×qualité du pire des 24 tétraèdres inscrits  ,  where
 is a coefficient of standardisation such as Q is worth 1 for a cube.

The Council: An empirical criterion can be proposed: for example, at least 50% of the meshs with a
quality < 1.5, at least 90% of the meshs with a quality < 2.0, not of meshs with a quality  with the top of
10.

4.2 On LOBSTER

After cutting of the meshs, the groups of meshs are updated; on the other hand the groups of nodes
are left unchanged. It is necessary to be compelled to impose boundary conditions on groups of meshs
and not of the groups of nodes; it is thus necessary to proscribe (but it is a rule of good sense) the
direct use of numbers of meshs or nodes at the time as of assignments to prefer the concept to him of
group of meshs.
One recalls that the adaptation by LOBSTER accepts all the types of elements, of degree 1 or 2, in a
grid in conformity in related zones or not, of the same dimension or not except the pyramids and the
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pentahedrons (for uniform refinement). On the other hand for the analysis of grid, LOBSTER manages
the pentahedrons.

4.3 On the strategy of adaptation

The  sequence  “thermomechanical  operators/ MACR_ADAP_MAIL option
‘RAFFINEMENT_UNIFORME’ ”  (i.e  without  indicator  of  error)  allows  to  make  converge  properly,
automatically  and easily  a grid.  It  is  however  necessary to  take care of  the number of  generated
degrees  of  freedom! That constitutes a  solution  of  facility,  rapid  and robust,  but  quickly  extremely
expensive (rather to reserve to evaluate if there are large errors of discretization or for small studies).
The sequence “thermomechanical operators/  MACR_ADAP_MAIL option  ‘REFINEMENT’ ” (i.e with a
field controlling the adaptation) allows to make converge in the most optimal way possible (taking into
account the tools available) grid. This method requires more efforts than the preceding one but the
number of generated degrees of freedom is proportionally much weaker.
The sequence “thermomechanical operators/  MACR_ADAP_MAIL ” can be carried out effectively in a
loop Python (buckles of type “ for ”), with possibly a test of exit (of type “while buckles”).
The quality of the meshs is impacted little  by the process of refinement/déraffinement.  Taking into
account the choices operated in LOBSTER®, it can even improve in 3D!
MACR_ADAP_MAIL do not have process of regularization; thus a bad initial grid will probably produce a
bad adapted grid!
The linear elements are disadvised in mechanics. The good practice is rather:  P1 lumpé in thermics
(PLAN_DIAG, AXIS_DIAG, 3D_DIAG) and P2 (possibly under - integrated) in mechanics, [bib14].
The choice of the type of finite elements bonus on the quality of the meshs on which come to be
pressed the elements (cf example of the beam below).

4.4 On the indicators of classical error

Choice of the indicator of error in mechanics: the user has the choice enters ZZ1  (first version of the
indicator of Zhu-Zienkiewicz),  ZZ2  (second version of the indicator of Zhu  - Zienkiewicz), and the
indicator in residues. The two first have a scope of application reduced enough (2D linear for ZZ1  and
ZZ2 , only one type of finite element in all the grid for ZZ2 ): for a “standard” use, one will prefer the

indicator in residues.
The type of indicator and its mode of standardisation can affect the adapted grid. For example, in

mechanics,  e E REL=100×
eE

eE2 ∥h∥E
2 .  This  way of  standardizing can be dangerous:  if  there are

zones where the standard of constraints is weak, the error will border 100% on this zone; if there are
zones where the standard of constraints is very high (singularities for example), the error will be weak
on this zone. It is obviously not the required result.  It is thus necessary to use the absolute indicator
preferably, unless precisely knowing what one does.
For the indicators of type residue, one can also “juggle” with the components of the thermal indicator
and the boundary conditions, “fictitious” or not, to direct the construction of a grid refined or déraffiné by
zones.
In the event of  presence of  singularities,  it  is  advised to select  the number of  elements on which
refinement carries by a fraction of elements to refine ‘CRIT_RAFF_PE’ (and not by the quantum of
elements presenting an error superior to a fraction of the total error  ‘CRIT_RAFF_REL’). Indeed, in
the  case  of  a  singularity,  while  using  ‘CRIT_RAFF_REL‘,  at  the  end  of  one  or  two  iterations  D’
adaptation, only the elements touching the singularity will be refined. While using ‘CRIT_RAFF_PE’,
other zones will be able to continue to be refined. Finally the criterion ‘CRIT_RAFF_ABS’ (choice by
fixed barrier of error) is to be reserved for the cases where the user knows the problem considered
very well.
As a “simple postprocessing”  of  the thermomechanical  problem, the indicator  cannot  unfortunately
provide more reliable diagnosis in the zones where the resolution of the initial problem stumbles. It is
thus preferable to begin a process of adjustment, with a grid refined already a little “with the hand”.
Into thermomechanical, various strategies of adaptation of grid are offered to the user:

• to only adapt the grid according to a thermal criterion,
• to only adapt the grid according to a mechanical criterion,
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• to adapt jointly or separately (i.e with one or two loops of adaptation);  in light  to chain or
couple the first two strategies.

The good practice during such a thermomechanical calculation led to use two grids and to interpolate
the thermal field  P1  on the mechanical grid  P2  (via the operator  PROJ_CHAMP). If one wishes to
work  only  with  one  grid,  one  can  decline  one  of  the  strategies  via  the  option  MAJ_CHAM of
MACR_ADAP_MAIL.  That  allows,  while  adapting  the  grid  according  to  a  criterion,  to  update  the
complementary field on the new adapted grid.
In thermics, to carry out an adaptation of grid based on the indicator  ERTH_ELEM during a transient,
one should not forget to start the calculation of the step of time following with the old one EVOL_THER
updated on the new grid.

5 Examples of use

5.1 Introduction

Thereafter,  we  present  five  examples  on  the  adaptation  of  grid.  These  examples  have  different
teaching objectives. The first example, which is most recent, is resulting from a study carried out with
the R & D of EDF on a HP rotor. The three following examples remain more academic but aim at
showing a particular aspect of the process of adjustment. Finally the last example illustrates the mode
of cutting chosen by LOBSTER (it is a typical location met by a user which was astonished by the final
grid). 

Teaching objective of each example

HP rotor: to show the need for taking into account the follow-up of border during the adaptation
Beam in inflection in elasticity:
To know to interpret the results of the order MACR_INFO_MAIL in the file .mess
To illustrate the interest of a free refinement compared to a uniform refinement
To use the indicators of error in mechanics and to choose the good component (absolute or relative)
Cylinder head in thermics:
To use the indicators of error in thermics and to observe the zones refined according to the selected
component of the indicator
Very simplified representation of the plate with tubes expanded (thermoplastic calculation):
To show the interest of a free adaptation compared to a uniform adaptation over the computing times
In thermics, to give the command file python allowing to make adaptation of grid in transient
Band of localization in a plate: to understand the mode of cutting chosen by LOBSTER

Notice : 

When adaptation of grid is carried out, it is useful to have some notions of the language
Python  in  order  to  avoid  the  repetition  of  the  orders.  One  will  find  in  the  case  test
ZZZZ121a.comm, an example of loop Python.

5.2 Study on the HP rotor

Context:

This study was carried out at department AMA in 2006 within the framework of the Lifetime Project of
the  Steam turbines of  the  nuclear  capacity.  Very  briefly,  it  is  a  question  of  locating  the  zones  of
maximum constraints met on the HP rotor (figure 5.2-a) of a turbine and of evaluating the level  of
constraints  numerically  of  it  in  order  to  check  if  there  exists  a  risk  of  starting  of  crack  by  stress
corrosion. In order to rule on the risk of cracking by CSC, several modelings were carried out, of which
one in 2D axisymmetric of the complete rotor with an aspect on the quality of the grid. One returns the
reader to the document [bib12] for further information on this study; our objective here is  to point only
the aspect grid.

Approach of the study:
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This study is interested in the maximum constraints numerically obtained in order to compare them with
constraints  threshold exits  of  experimental  tests.   The analysis  of  the constraints  of  Von Mises is
initially  necessary  because  this  kind  of  constraint  is  always  raising  with  respect  to  the  relevant
components of the tensor of the constraints. Thus, when the constraints of Von Mises are lower than
the constraints threshold, it is considered that the risk of cracking by CSC is not very probable in the
absence of impurities. However, when the constraints of Von Mises are higher than the threshold of
cracking by CSC, it becomes necessary to more finely analyze the maximum values of the tensor of
the constraints, as well as the principal constraints in order to evaluate the margins compared to the
risk of cracking by CSC.

Modeling:

The behavior of material is elastic. The loading is of centrifugal force type due to rotation. Calculation is
carried out with the order STAT_NON_LINE. The initial grid is free and very fine in the zones of curves,
in order to obtain values of constraints the most reliable possible. The elements are quadrilaterals of
degree two. The grid understands 71037 elements and 217198 nodes.

Result:

One looks at the zones here where the constraint of Von Mises is maximum. The zone charged in
constraint  is  located  close  to  the  coupling side FRONT stage,  in  the  zone of  curve  of  the throat
between the coupling and the rest of the rotor (zone A). The other zones charged in constraint are at the
level of the connection of the fasteners on the rotor (zone B and C, for example). 

     

Figure 5.2-a : sight partial of the rotor and the wings 
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Adaptation of grid:

In order to validate the level of constraints obtained in the zone charged (zone A) and in two with the
zones of connection rotor/wing (zones B and C), an adaptation of grid is carried out with the absolute
term of the indicator of error in residue and a criterion expressed as a percentage of finite element. 
Two results are presented thereafter:

• one without follow-up of border: cutting of 5% of elements whose error is largest,
• and the other with follow-up of border: cutting of 2% of elements. The grid of the border makes

it  possible,  by  its  great  discretization,  to  very  precisely  define  the  curved  zones  of  the
geometry.

The table shows the whole of the evolutions observed of the constraint of Von Mises in the zones A, B
and C during the process of adjustment without follow-up of border.

      

N° of grid 1 (initial) 2 3 4

Many meshs 71037 94469 126622 171905

Many nodes 217198 283192 361692 480643

Constraint zones A of
it

0.946 1 1 1

Constraint zones B of
it

0.566 0.662 0.699 0.723

Constraint zones C of
them

0.446 10.554 0.626 0.681

Table 1 : evolution of the constraints of Von Mises without follow-up of border 

Table below watch same results but with follow-up of border.

N° of grid 1 (initial) 2 3 4 5

Many meshs 71037 79857 88085 98332 109678

Many nodes 217198 237108 259755 288871 320348

Constraint zones A of
it

0.946 0.946 0.946 0.946 0.946

Constraint zones B of
it

0.566 0.675 0.662 0.662 0.662

Constraint zones C of
them

0.446 0.584 0.632 0.644 0.644

Table 2 : Evolution of the constraints of Von Mises with follow-up of border 

Without follow-up of border, one notes that:

• in the zone A, the constraint stabilizes itself as of the second grid;
• on the other hand in the zones B and C, the constraint is not stabilized. This phenomenon is

associated  with  a  lack  of  discretization  of  this  curved  zone  which  created  a  geometrical
discontinuity. Without follow-up of border, mending of meshes does not make it possible to
correct  this  problem  and  even  accentuates  geometrical  discontinuity,  which  causes  to
increase the constraint. 
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With follow-up of border, one notices that:

• The constraint on the level of zone A does not evolve. This constancy is to be connected to
the reduction amongst meshs taken into account during refinement. Indeed, the results got
around zone A which is not part of the 2% of meshs presenting the most important error, no
refinement is made in this zone and the constraint remains constant then. The value to be
taken into account for the maximum constraint is thus that presented in table 6.1-a.

• The follow-up of border makes it  possible to stabilize  the constraints of Von Mises in the
zones B and C.

Conclusion:

This analysis shows two important lesson. Firstly, it is be likely to trust without glance criticizes with the
results of a calculation carried out on only one grid. It is seen here that with the initial grid, however
rather fine with the eye, the values obtained are far from being final. By modifying the grid, they evolve
until being stabilized. One should not be deprived of these additional calculations, more especially as
their installation is simple and their automated realization. Then, one notes the interest to carry out
follow-up of border if the geometry presents curved zones.
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5.3 Beam in inflection in elasticity

This example was used during formations. It is a CAS-test of the Code_Aster base which one can find
under the tests of the type FORMED.

Modeling:

It is about a metal beam (steel 16MND5,  E=210.103Mpa  ,  =0.2  ) in inflection. Calculation is
elastic (MECA_STATIQUE or STAT_NON_LINE) in modeling forced plane (C_PLAN). The initial grid is in
TRIA3 maybe in TRIA6.
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Figure 5.3-a : Diagram of the calculation of beam in inflection 

Use of MACR_INFO_MAIL: 

The use of this order makes it possible to obtain following information (.mess): 

ANALYSIS OF THE GRID
===================
     Grid has to analyze
     MA_0  
     Creation date: Friday, September 27, 2002 has 15:58 mn 20 S
     Dimension: 2
     Degree: 1
     It is a starting grid.
 
      Direction  |   Unit    |  Minimum   |  Maximum
     --------------------------------------------------
        X        |  UNKNOWN FACTOR  |      0.    |  100.00    
        Y        |  UNKNOWN FACTOR  |      0.    |  10,000    

   INTERPENETRATION OF THE ELEMENTS
   =============================

     **********************************************************
     *                                                        *
     *         Summary on the active faces            *
     *                                                        *
     *          No problem was meeting.             *
     *                                                        *
     **********************************************************
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   QUALITY OF THE ELEMENTS
   ====================
     **********************************************************
     *      Quality of the triangles of the grid of calculation       *
     * Recall: quality is equal to the report of the diameter   *
     * triangle on the radius of the inscribed circle,            *
     * standardizes has 1 for a regular triangle.               *
     **********************************************************
     *  Minimum:   1.0117            Maximum:   2.0158      *
     **********************************************************

     **********************************************************
     *                 Function of distribution                *
     *                                                        *
     *    Values      *         Many elements            *
     *  Minis <  < Maximum *    by class    *      office plurality     
*
     *                 *  in %  . number  *  in %  .  number  *
     **********************************************************
     *   1.00 <   1.05 *  14.75.       9 *  14.75.        9 *
     *   1.05 <   1.10 *  42.62.      26 *  57.38.       35 *
     *   1.10 <   1.15 *  16.39.      10 *  73.77.       45 *
     *   1.15 <   1.20 *   1.64.       1 *  75.41.       46 *
     *   1.20 <   1.25 *   6.56.       4 *  81.97.       50 *
     *   1.25 <   1.30 *  11.48.       7 *  93.44.       57 *
     *   1.30 <   1.35 *   0.00.       0 *  93.44.       57 *
     *   1.35 <   1.40 *   3.28.       2 *  96.72.       59 *
     *   1.40 <   1.45 *   0.00.       0 *  96.72.       59 *
     *   1.45 <   1.50 *   0.00.       0 *  96.72.       59 *
     *   1.50 <   1.55 *   0.00.       0 *  96.72.       59 *
     *   1.55 <   1.60 *   0.00.       0 *  96.72.       59 *
     *   1.60 <   1.65 *   0.00.       0 *  96.72.       59 *
     *   1.65 <   1.70 *   0.00.       0 *  96.72.       59 *
     *   1.70 <   1.75 *   1.64.       1 *  98.36.       60 *
     *   1.75 <   1.80 *   0.00.       0 *  98.36.       60 *
     *   1.80 <   1.85 *   0.00.       0 *  98.36.       60 *
     *   1.85 <   1.90 *   0.00.       0 *  98.36.       60 *
     *   1.90 <   1.95 *   0.00.       0 *  98.36.       60 *
     *   1.95 <   2.00 *   0.00.       0 *  98.36.       60 *
     *   2.00 <   2.05 *   1.64.       1 * 100.00.       61 *
     *   2.05 <   2.10 *   0.00.       0 * 100.00.       61 *
     *   2.10 <   2.15 *   0.00.       0 * 100.00.       61 *
     *   2.15 <   2.20 *   0.00.       0 * 100.00.       61 *
     *   2.20 <   2.25 *   0.00.       0 * 100.00.       61 *
     *   2.25 <   2.30 *   0.00.       0 * 100.00.       61 *
     *   2.30 <   2.35 *   0.00.       0 * 100.00.       61 *
     *   2.35 <   2.40 *   0.00.       0 * 100.00.       61 *
     *   2.40 <   2.45 *   0.00.       0 * 100.00.       61 *
     *   2.45 <   2.50 *   0.00.       0 * 100.00.       61 *
     *   2.50 <  inf.  *   0.00.       0 * 100.00.       61 *
     **********************************************************

 MANY ENTITIES OF CALCULATION
   ==========================

     **********************************************************
     *                       Nodes                       *
     **********************************************************
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     * Full number                                *       48 *
     **********************************************************
 
     **********************************************************
     *                   Mesh-points                   *
     **********************************************************
     * Full number                                *        2 *
     **********************************************************
 
     **********************************************************
     *                       Edges                       *
     **********************************************************
     * Full number                                *       15 *
     *. of which edges isolees                       *        0 *
     *. of which edges of edge of areas 2D         *       15 *
     *. of which internal edges with the faces/volumes    *        0 *
     **********************************************************

     **********************************************************
     *                       Faces                        *
     **********************************************************
     * Full number                                *       61 *
     **********************************************************

   CONNEXITY OF THE ENTITIES OF CALCULATION
   ===============================

     **********************************************************
     * faces      are in only one block.                   *
     **********************************************************

   SIZES OF THE SOUS-DOMAINES OF CALCULATION
   ===================================

  Direction  |   Unit
     -------------------------
        X        |  UNKNOWN FACTOR
        Y        |  UNKNOWN FACTOR

     **********************************************************
     *                    2D Under-fields                    *
     **********************************************************
     *Numero*               Name                *   Surface    *
     **********************************************************
     *   -4 * FAMILLE_MAILLE_-4_____________ *   1000.0     *
     **********************************************************
     * Total:                                 *   1000.0     *
     **********************************************************

     **********************************************************
     *                    1D Under-fields                    *
     **********************************************************
     *Numero*               Name                *   Length   *
     **********************************************************
     *   -3 * FAMILLE_MAILLE_-3_____________ *   10,000     *
     *   -2 * FAMILLE_MAILLE_-2_____________ *   50,000     *
     *   -1 * FAMILLE_MAILLE_-1_____________ *   40,000     *
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     **********************************************************
     * Total:                                 *   100.00     *
     **********************************************************

One learns by this message:
       

• extreme coordinates of the grids;
• the absence of problem of interpenetration;
• a histogram of the geometrical quality of the meshs (one will observe the good quality of this

grid);
• the number of nodes, meshs points, edges, faces;
• the connexity of the grid;
• size  of  the  fields  defined  by  the  groups of  meshs (this  description  is  not  very  readable,

nevertheless, it will be observed that the field 2D beam is well of surface 1000 as envisaged).

Use of MACR_ADAP_MAIL option UNIFORM: 
 

Let us observe the got results, by comparing a linear grid (TRIA3) and a quadratic grid (TRIA6), initial
grid being presented on the figure 5.3-b. On the curves presenting the evolution of the energy and the
arrow of the beam according to the number of refinement (Figure 5.3-c), two conclusions are essential:

• on the one hand the quadratic elements show their obvious superiority;
• in addition, mending of meshes (here very simplistic since it is uniform) proves its interest: the

initial linear grid being very far from being sufficiently refined, mending of meshes makes it
possible to obtain good performances after some iterations.

 

Figure 5.3-b : Initial grid 

  

Figure 5.3-c : Evolution of the arrow and energy with the number of refinements 

Use of MACR_ADAP_MAIL option REFINEMENT: 
 

The first question to regulate during the use of free refinement with LOBSTER is the choice of the field
which will be used as criterion to cut out the elements. In this example, an indicator of error is used.
According to the principles stated in the paragraph of the advices, the choice was made to use the
indicator  in  residue (even if  in  this  case,  one is  in  the perimeter  of  use of  the indicators of  Zhu-
Zienkiewicz). On the other hand, this example compares the components absolute and standardized
indicator in order to illustrate the prudence which the use of the standardized component imposes.
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The grid is here linear in order to clearly illustrate the effect of the adaptation of grid, because it was
seen previously that the initial grid gives already results of good quality with elements of order 2. 

       
If  one  compares  the  results  on  energy  with  the
“absolute” component  (‘ERREST’)  and  the
“relative’ component  (‘NUEST’)  according  to  the
number of nodes (figure  5.3-d where one added the
same evolution for uniform refinement), one observes:

-  free  refinement  with  the  absolute  component
converges  more  quickly  towards  the  reference
than uniform refinement (from where the interest
to make free refinement);
-  free  refinement  with  the  relative  component
converges more slowly towards the reference than
uniform  refinement,  which  is  at  first  sight
surprising.

Figure 5.3-d  : Evolution of energy according to the number of nodes 

This last point is explained if one traces the three fields from the indicator of error, which is made on
the figures 5.3-e, 5.3-f and 5.3-g. It appears clearly that the fact that the standard of the standardized
constraint is weak in a zone (neutral fibre of the beam in particular) where refinement is less necessary
than  elsewhere  (see  the  absolute  error)  the  result  of  the  standardisation  returns

e E REL=100×
eE

eE2 ∥h∥E
2

 
random. Indeed, it is pointed out that zones with constraint of worthless

standardisation will be regarded as having an error of 100%: if it is necessary to refine in this zone, that
will be good (though that will mask the other zones to refine), if refinement is less necessary, that will
be bad. It is thus necessary well to analyze its problem before using the relative component of the
indicator of error, the absolute component being able to be regarded as surer. In particular, it seems to
us that the use of the standardized error is not possible that after analysis by the user of the map of
constraint of standardisation.
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Figure 5.3-e : Absolute component 

 

Figure 5.3-f  : Constraint of standardisation normalizes 

  

Figure 5.3-g  : Standardized component 
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5.4 Cylinder head in thermics

The following structure is considered:
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Figure 5.4-a : Diagram of the calculation of cylinder head 

subjected to the following loadings:
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Figure 5.4-b : Diagram of the loadings of the calculation of cylinder head 

One is interested here only in the thermal part to underline the possibility of using the decomposition of
the various terms of error. Indeed, in framework of use “standard” (i.e. when all  the terms of error
interest the user), it will be necessary to choose the total error (‘ERTABS' or ‘ERTREL‘); on the other
hand, if L’ user is particularly interested by a good taking into account of the boundary conditions, it can
thus direct refinement by using the various terms, of flow or exchange in this case.
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Initial grid (figure 5.4-c) check one of our advices: to start from a “reasonable” grid.

 

Figure 5.4-c : Initial grid 

If one carries out a refinement on the relative total error (‘ERTREL’), figure 5.4-d :

  

Figure 5.4-d  : Grid refined starting from the relative total error 

and a refinement on the term of relative exchange (‘TERME2’), figure 5.4-e :

 

Figure 5.4-e  : Grid refined starting from the relative error on the term of exchange 
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It  is observed obviously that the adapted grids strongly differ. In the second case, refinement was
indeed directed towards drillings, seats of the conditions of exchanges.

   

5.5 Thermoplastic example

One considers the structure of following revolution (modelled into axisymmetric):
 

 

Figure 5.5-a : Diagram of thermoelastic calculation 

where the grayed parts are plastic, the elastic rest. The loading is applied in 2 stages:

• the first consists of a purely mechanical loading (pressure on the zone with arrows on the
diagram), with a phase of load followed by a phase of discharge;

• the second consists of a transitory thermal loading (condition of exchange on the lower parts
and higher of the structure).

Strategy of mending of meshes and list of moments:

The loading is discretized according to a list of moments, it raises the question then: which strategy to
adopt with respect to mending of meshes? Indeed, according to the treated case, one can:

• to re-mesh with each step of calculation: the grid is then adapted to each step of calculation
individually. It is then necessary to project the fields of a grid on the other;

• to  re-mesh only  once,  at  the  end  of  calculation,  and to  start  again  calculation  since  the
beginning with the new grid.

The first strategy is to be adopted if the zones of refinement evolve much, we will see an example in
following thermal calculation of it; the second can be adopted if the zones of refinement evolve little, as
in this mechanical case where it is a question of following the growth of a plastic zone.

Mechanical calculation:

For mechanical calculation, one thus adopts the following strategy:

• calculation of all the list of moments;
• mending of meshes;
• repetition of (1 & 2) until the satisfactory result.

It is not so much the implementation in Code_Aster who is interesting in this case (which differs from
the preceding implementations only by the fact that several moments ago of calculation) that results
got by adaptation of grid on a non-linear case.
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To judge contribution of  mending of  meshes,  let  us look at  the radial  constraints on the segment
separating the two areas (figure  5.5-b) who are compared with a “reference” obtained by 3 uniform
mendings of meshes: the profit of the mendings of meshes based on the indicator of error is visible.
 

 Ligne de post-traitement 

 

Figure 5.5-b  : Place of postprocessing 

 

Figure 5.5-c  : Profile of constraint 

One will find on the figure 5.5-d, initial grid and grid after 3 mendings of meshes based on the indicator
of error.

An indication of the variations of the size (and thus of the time) of the resolutions between calculation
of reference (3 uniform refinements) and calculation with 3 refinements based on the indicator of error
is given in table 3.

Many nodes Computing time
Grid of reference 175,000 ~3000 S
3  free  refinements  (either  4
calculations)

8,500 ~60 S

Table 3  : Indication of performances 
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Figure 5.5-d  : Initial grid and after 3 adaptations 

 
Calculation of the thermal transient:

It  is  a question in  this case of  calculating a thermal  transient,  two conditions of  exchanges being
imposed in bottom and at the top of the structure. As the zone which will present a strong variation in
temperature will  move in  the structure (projection of  a face),  the strategy adopted for mending of
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meshes will take account of it: it is necessary to reactualize the grid during the transient regularly. In
practice, one subdivides the list of moments in blocks, inside these blocks of moments of calculation
the grid will be the same one (and mending of meshes intervenes at the end of  the block). There are
thus 3 overlapping loops:

 
• the loop on the NR blocks of moments;
• the loop on mendings of meshes of the current block;
• the loop (hidden in THER_LINEAIRE) over the moments of the block.

If one looks at the results at the calculated last moment, in particular the temperature on the line of
postprocessing already used in mechanics (figure  5.5-e), one notes the interest of the adaptation of
grid. As one will be able to note it on the grids initial and adapted to the last step of time, figure 5.5-f,
the  grid  did  not  change  in  the  vicinity  close  to  the  line  of  examination:  the  improvement  of  the
calculated temperature comes from the zones that one refined in addition.

 

Figure 5.5-e : Initial grid Profile of temperature
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Figure 5.5-f : Initial grid Initial grid and with the last step of computing time

5.6 Plate presenting a band of localization

Modeling:

It is about a rectangular plate subjected to compression. The behavior of material is lenitive (negative
isotropic  work  hardening,  law  ‘DRUCKER-PRAGER‘).  Calculation  S’  carries  out  with  the  order
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STAT_NON_LINE.  The grid consists of  QUAD8.  Because of the softening behavior, one observes a
band of localization of the cumulated plastic deformation. Inside of this band, the behavior is plastic
and the  indicator  of  plasticity  is  worth  1,  outside  this  band,  the  behavior  remains elastic  and the
indicator of plasticity is worth 0.
   
Process of adjustment:

The adaptation of the grid is carried out with the indicator of plasticity (third variable internal V3 law of
DRUCK_PRAGER).  The  criterion  of  selected  cutting  is  a  value  threshold  fixed  at  0.5  (keyword
‘CRIT_RAF_ABS‘).  This guarantees to refine in the zone of  localization,  objective of L’ user in this
study.

MACR_ADAP_MAIL (
ADAPTATION = ‘REFINEMENT’,
MAILLAGE_N = MAIL_INI,
MAILLAGE_NP1 = Co (‘MAIL_FIN’),
RESULTAT_N = resu,
NOM_CHAM = ‘VARI_ELGA’,
NOM_CMP = ‘V3’,
CRIT_RAFF_ABS = 0.5,)

Result of recutting:

All the meshs are cut out into four, even in the elastic zone. This result, which can appear surprising of
a first access, is due to the mode of cutting adopted by LOBSTER and in particular on the rules of
setting in conformity (cf § 2.3). Figures 5.6-a and 5.6-b illustrate this result.

 

Figure 5.6-a  : Initial grid 
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Figure 5.6-b  : Grey area division then put in conformity gradually 
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6 Useful references

The documents [bib1] with [bib4] treat tool for adaptation of grid LOBSTER.
The documents [bib5] with [bib9] estimators of error treat.
In connection with the choice of the finite elements, one will be able to refer to the document [bib11]

[1] G. NICOLAS & al. http://www.code_aster.org/outils/homard 

[2] G. NICOLAS, T. FOUQUET, “Software LOBSTER - Volume 1 – general Presentation”, report EDF
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